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Symptom/Vehicle Issue: Power Liftgate Inoperative Or Intermittently Will Not Open Or 
Close.  
 
 

Discussion:  

 

1. Duplicate and verify the customer complaint 
 

2. Check for DTC’s in the PLGM Power Lift Gate Module. Follow diagnostics for any 
active codes. Refer to 08 - Electrical / 8N - Power Systems / Power Liftgate / 
Diagnosis and Testing for additional information. 
 

3. If no DTC’s exist, or in addition to DTC testing inspect wire connections at the 
power drive unit. (Fig1)  
 

4. Use Service Library diagnostic aids and resources. 08 - Electrical / 8N - Power 
Systems / Power Liftgate / Diagnosis and Testing section contains condition 
based diagnostic charts. It also has a table of input/outputs and inhibit monitor 
explanations. 
 

See the below examples of additional information to assist in diagnosis. Reviewing 
these items may help in a difficult to duplicate condition with what to monitor 
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Customer complaint/condition-based diagnostics 
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Operational and input/output information 
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Inhibit monitors are found in WiTECH under the Analysis tab.  
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Liftgate Inhibit Monitor Information.  
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Other possible intermittent causes of Power Lift Gate opening issues 

 
Left images are normal condition 

Right images show damaged and unseated pins due to a pin lock not fully assembled  

 


